
SGA Committee Report 2018-2019
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During each Committee meeting, it is the President's expectation that each committee builds a report in a timely manner. This ensures that the Vice-
President, Speaker, and Speaker Pro-Temp is constantly updated on the wonderful things each committee is doing. Upon submitting the form, it will
send to the respective individuals that upkeep the reports.

Please be ready to provide general information on the meeting time, date, location, report, and attendance

 

 

Status: Pending

Submitted By
Brenden Thompson
bthom012@odu.edu
Nov 05, 2018, 10:18PM EST

Committee

Committee Name [Required] [ X ] Public Relations & Recruitment

Date of Meeting [Required] 11/05/2018

Time of Meeting [Required] 17:00

Report

Please provide all relevant notes from the meeting. This includes new initiatives, guest speakers, legislation worked on etc. [Required]
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I.	Attendance:
Sangeeta, Sakura, Shawn, Nya, Melvin, Juwan, Shayna, Myles, Lindsey, Anessa, Brenden, Danielle, Isaiah, Nykki
II.	Social Media Discussion (Snapchat/Flickr):
Social media sites have updated passwords
Flickr will be starting soon, 
Instagram and Twitter have been updated,
Youtube is up now
Make sure that you get permission from Kyrin before posting on the social media you are assigned, or you’ll get removed

III.	Pride Swap:
Dates: 
November 16th and 30th 
December 7th
from 12-2pm

IV.	Robert’s Rules Review:
SGA clean the office up, Wednesday from 5-7pm
Cleans the office up and then goes over the rules, regulations, and procedures of Senate and does a mock Senate showing Senators general calls

V.	B.A.R.T:
Basis and response team (B.A.R.T)
When things go wrong they come together and fix it
Piece of legislation the PR and Legislative Affairs and Diversity will be working together for this bill
Things to keep in consideration:
Make the bill broad
Checks and balance
Specific people should be within the team as in speaker pro temp, President, VP, 
BILL NEEDS ALOT OF ATTENTION and thorough thought for future as well
RULES BILL meaning the B.A.R.T team would be able to change with each session
Nomination committee,
Possibly 2 different teams 1 team for Senate and 1 team for outside Senate
Don would be a good point of contact
The people nominated would have to be extremely knowledgeable of SGA
Have to be in the Senate for at least a semester
Look at other SGA BART for other VA Colleges or Universities 

VI.	Dominion Rock:
Updating guidelines for Dominion rock
Things to keep in mind:
Reserved the rock
Only students In student orgs could paint the rock
Monarch-link reservation
Only officers from the org could submit the form
PR Director would be in charge of the form
Form will have an area to allow for time the org would be requesting for 
Add consequences to the bill for if guidelines are abused or not followed
The org could appeal it, and that would be with the PR director and whoever else he brought with him, and a decision would be made and sent
through email, the org could appeal it one more time and it would be a case held with higher ups as in VP and President,
24 hours to appeal
Specify it’s not a free speech rock, so enforce the name change the name to Dominion rock

Design the plaque

Brenden will sponsor the bill, Danielle and Anessa will co-sponsor

Attendance

Attendance of both Senators and non-voting Committee members. Please note absence of Senators and whether or not the absence is excused.
[Required]

Sangeeta, Sakura, Shawn, Nya, Melvin, Juwan, Shayna, Myles, Lindsey, Anessa, Brenden, Danielle, Isaiah, Nykki
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